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Cultivating a Culture of Courtesy in 
Your Community

2019 LeadingAge Oklahoma Conference
March 12, 2019

“It comes from the Latin, vocare, to call, and means the 
work [one] is called to by God… 

The kind of work God calls you to is usually the kind of 
work that 

(a)you most need to do, and 
(b) the world most needs to have done.  

The place God calls you to is the place where your deep 
gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet”

From “Listening to Your Life” by Frederick Buechner

Vocation
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Eight Behaviors Detrimental to Community

1. Triangulating is indirect communication (around a person or group). 

2. Distancing involves pushing away; being disengaged even when present. 

3. Conflict can be aggressive or passive aggressive; it can be quiet or active. 

4. Over-Functioning means doing too much; thinking “only I can do this.” 

5. Under-Functioning means doing nothing; shutting down. 

6. Sabotage involves pulling the carpet out; setting up to fail; being secretive; 
masking; using covert means.

7. Cutting-off means leaving, being gone- with no chance of conversation; 
healing or reconciliation. 

8. Bullying can be physical; verbal; emotional- loud or quiet; it takes on many 
forms.

Avoiding the Eight Detrimental Behaviors

1. We prevent triangulating by asking others to go to source; 
offering to go along; authenticating data and presenting 
facts.

2. We avoid distancing by “letting it be”; choosing civility; 
treating each other as adults; checking in and on each 
other; and welcoming while respecting people’s choice not 
to participate.

3. We avoid conflict by seeking help with mediation and 
revealing data.  

4. We stop over-functioning by increasing self-awareness and 
actively recruiting and involving others.
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Avoiding the Eight Detrimental Behaviors

5. We inhibit under-functioning by noting the talents of 
each community member and using those talents for the 
greater good.

6. We foil sabotage by getting issues out in open and 
strengthening the strong to be strong.

7. We impede cutting-off by being available without 
pursuing and living out our commitment to 
reconciliation. 

8. We block bullying by identifying when it occurs and 
refusing to accept it for ourselves or the group. 

Thank You!
Steve Dickie, CEO

Oklahoma Methodist Manor

4134 E. 31st Street

Tulsa, OK 74135

(918) 346-6613

sdickie@ommtulsa.org
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